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Welcome to Combrew
2018
Book Early To Avoid
Disappointment

A very warm welcome to Combrew where at any time of
the year you are always assured of a very warm
welcome and a warm cottage too! All of our cottages
have full gas central heating, wood burners and are
double glazed and well insulated for your comfort – not
to mention the wonderful indoor pool and spa, which is
heated to a warming 36c in our beautiful under floor
heated leisure suite. What a perfect time to visit over
the winter months whether for a week or a short break
either as a couple or with family and friends and enjoy
all that’s on offer here at Combrew but at a much quieter
pace – true relaxation away from the cares of everyday
life! Check out our website now and also the ever
changing last minute Special Offers where you can enjoy
a stay at Combrew at rates not normally available at any
other time.

Courtyard Cottage
Our ever popular much loved Courtyard Cottage is
closing tomorrow for an all new double sized kitchen
dining room, having been fully booked throughout the
year right up until tomorrow morning – rest assured
however it will be worth the wait – indeed many of our
regular guests have already booked for next year to
experience the all new Courtyard for themselves. The
very latest state of the art appliances will combine with
a beautiful kitchen together with a large dining space
where there will be a big dining table which can if
required comfortably seat 8 – perfect for you to join
together at mealtimes with family and friends who may
be enjoying one of our cottages nearby – or indeed if
you prefer a larger space all to yourselves! There will
also be an all new outside glass covered area – perfect
to enjoy the in between seasons when outdoor living
would not normally be possible. We will keep you
updated but the new Courtyard promises to be truly
special – why not book now for 2018 to experience this
truly wonderful cottages for yourselves!

As bookings continue to run well
ahead of all previous years it is
more important than ever to book
now for 2018 - or beyond – if you
have really important dates in
mind. Remember an initial deposit
of just £100 secures a week in any
cottage for the following year and
so please do get in touch soon,
especially if you are planning for a
larger group when more than one
cottage is required. It is so
disappointing for us when our
valued regular customers are
unable to secure their chosen
dates which is why we urge you
whenever possible to book well in
advance. As always please feel
free to call at any time to discuss
or to book your forthcoming
holiday at Combrew – we love
nothing more than welcoming you
to Combrew for a relaxing holiday.

Christmas & New Year
Although fully booked for this
coming festive season, being ever
popular it would indeed be wise to
book soon if you are thinking of
Christmas or New Year 2018,
where bookings have already
begun. As always our many
wonderful leisure facilities will be
fully open for you to enjoy – what
better way to enjoy the festive
season than relaxing with family
or friends in one or more of our
beautiful cottages whilst enjoying
all of the many leisure facilities on
offer here at Combrew –
guaranteed to keep the whole
family entertained!

Tripadvisor Review
When deciding whether to visit Combrew for the first time why not link through above to our
many independent reviews on TripAdvisor and get a feel of what our guests are saying.
Recent reviews:
“A Perfect Holiday Cottage"
This the second time I've stayed at Courtyard Cottage this year and its proved to be perfect for staying with my
family and in September just my wife. Sue and John made us feel very welcome , the cottage is of a high
standard and being on one level is perfect for my wife. The Pool is wonderful and there's plenty of other facilities
for the more energetic - I can’t recommend it enough and will be back next year especially as the kitchen dining
area will be extended this year.
"Wonderful accommodation perfect surroundings ideal host Sue we will be back"
I would recommend this place to any one. Rose Barn is excellent the fixtures and fittings perfect .We had a party
ranging from 11 too 70 and we all enjoyed it.The amenity are perfect swimming pool badminton tennis pool
everything you could want.Just go and try it you will love it...
"A home from home, but much better :)"
This is our second stay at Combrew Farm. The first time, we stayed in Rose Cottage and the adjoining Barn Owl
Cottage, and because of the venue and facilities we returned. This time we stayed in The Roundhouse and its
adjoining cottage, Tuckers Retreat. We had a party of 11, with the age groups going from 18 months up to 88
years ! The cottages were spotlessly clean, and combined, were extremely spacious. The kitchen has a large
double oven and gas hob, dishwasher, microwave, washing machine, toaster, in fact everything you would need to
cater for a large party. The dining room is situated off of the kitchen with a table that seats at least 14 !!! Leading
off of the dining room and a separate hallway, is the living room, probably the most inviting room of the cottage its huge !!! There is plenty of seating, a large tv, a large wood burner (which was used a lot - not that the
cottage was cold, far from it...), and a music system. Each of the bedrooms were light and airy, with very
comfortable beds. The large bedroom, with a four poster bed, had an en-suite shower & toilet. Towels were
provided. The recreational facilities are spot on... There is a gym, sauna, badminton court, tennis court, swimming
pool, sauna, pool table, darts, table tennis, air hockey table, trampolines, and outdoor climbing frames... all were
used on our stay.... The location of the farm is on the western outskirts of Barnstaple, with local convenience
stores approximately a mile in each direction. A mile back towards Barnstaple is a Sainsbury's supermarket where
we made use of their delivery service. Having the food delivered saved time and space in the car. I cannot submit
a review about this fantastic venue without a mention to Sue and her family. Despite all the hard work that is put
in to maintaining the cottages and facilities (let alone running a working farm) it always seems that nothing is too
much trouble, and everything from the initial booking to the checking out was made so easy... Our friends from
this trip have already booked for next year, and we are invited... can't wait :)
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